New gibson explorer

I am mostly a Jackson guy. But I have a few other popular and cheapo brands. I always wanted
a real Explorer and finally got it. I absolutely love how it looks, how it feels, how it plays, and
how it sounds. It does not stay in tune that great. It's not horrible. It is mostly after a couple
songs that the g,b, and high e go a little out. It's not that big of a deal for me. So does anybody
know of any locking tuners that can be "dropped in" without drilling? You do know how to
properly string a guitar? And to stretch new strings? Check the nut for binding? I have owned
many guitars, and still do. So your question is a little insulting. Locking tuners wont help the
stability much.. That's the usual suspect I like locking tuners and have them on most of my
electrics. I'd put them on whether I was having problems or not. Unless it's extreme, which it
sounds like it's not, I usually ignore little things for the first year or so. I think it takes a little
while for new guitars to settle in. BTW, love that model and finish. What pickups are on it? Most
of my friends seem to be swapping out these new Burstbuckers. They both sound super
awesome. The tuning issue isn't extreme at all. I can definetly live with it. But I would like to
upgrade the tuners anyways. Even if it doesn't fix the issue. Congrats on a nice looking guitar!! I
like locking tuners as well, but your going out of tune issue is probably at the nut. In spite of the
pleck machine used on Gibson USA guitars, the nuts still usually need to be filed a little bit and
then the problem goes away. Sorry, not sure which locking tuners would fit your guitar without
having to drill any new holes. Then Grover locking tuners.. Should be the same. I cant really tell
from your picture but they look like mini tuners In which case these should fit.. It wouldn't be
insulting if you gave us that info to start with. With no idea of your experience, you start at
square one. You're the one with the problem asking for help, if you don't like the answers,
maybe you should be a little more specific and less critical of the answers. Im sorry I seemed
too critical in my response. I'm unfortunately turning into a crotchety old man. But I try to
assume the person asking for help has at least a basic knowledge in the subject. At is it to me.
Besides , I didn't ask for help with the tuning issue. Only a suggestion on tuner upgrades. With
the Gibsons I usually give the G,B and E slots in the nut a swipe or two with my welding tip file
tool. That seems to help a lot. Hey, welcome to the club. I'm there myself. Forums are not a
perfect form of communication. Now get off my lawn! I thought maybe you might be jumping to
conclusions going for new tuners as the Grovers are not bad tuners. You said this is your first
Gibson, and they routinely have poorly cut nuts that can bind and cause tuning issues. And it
wouldn't be hard to find someone who has played all their life that still have tuning issues
because they don't string their guitar properly. From all I can tell, locking tuners will not be any
better for stability than a proper stringing. That said, I like them because I'm not the greatest at
stringing and it helps me! I agree with the nut diagnosis, it is very likely that nut slots may be
pinching the strings, particularly on the G B and E strings that have more break angle leading to
the tuners. I had this problem on my US Explorer kit patterned on the Gibson Explorer that I
built with P90's and experimented with a left hand tremolo.. Anyway after widening the slots it
was much easier to tune.. That's a great guitar, I have one identical to it but mine's a My
Explorer had exactly the same problem as you do. I opened up the nut slots a tiny, tiny bit on
the upper three strings and polished all the nut slots. That cured my tuning problem. I also put a
Faber aged nickel locking bridge and tailpiece on it and it's very very stable. Stays in tune all
night. My test for nut slots is to get the strings in tune, then press the string sharp behind the
nut, between the nut and tuners. I keep polishing the nut slots until the string comes back into
tune by itself. Or close to it This method gets all my guitars even Strats with non-locking tuners
to stay in tune very well. BTW, Stewart-McDonald sells spools of various sized abrasive cord
that's perfect for fixing funky nuts. It's a great tool that every guitarist should have. Here's a link
to the abrasive cord I was talking about. There are videos at the site about working on nuts
that's real helpful. I love pointy guitars. I always did. I have many Jackson guitars and they are
dangerouse in the wrong hands lol. Very pointy. You can post now and register later. If you
have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
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tuners wont help the stability much.. That's the usual suspect I like locking tuners and have
them on most of my electrics. I'd put them on whether I was having problems or not. Unless it's
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it takes a little while for new guitars to settle in. BTW, love that model and finish. What pickups
are on it? Most of my friends seem to be swapping out these new Burstbuckers. They both
sound super awesome. The tuning issue isn't extreme at all. I can definetly live with it. But I
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nut. In spite of the pleck machine used on Gibson USA guitars, the nuts still usually need to be
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your guitar without having to drill any new holes. Then Grover locking tuners.. Should be the
same. I cant really tell from your picture but they look like mini tuners In which case these
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swipe or two with my welding tip file tool. That seems to help a lot. Hey, welcome to the club.
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can tell, locking tuners will not be any better for stability than a proper stringing. That said, I like
them because I'm not the greatest at stringing and it helps me! I agree with the nut diagnosis, it
is very likely that nut slots may be pinching the strings, particularly on the G B and E strings
that have more break angle leading to the tuners. I had this problem on my US Explorer kit
patterned on the Gibson Explorer that I built with P90's and experimented with a left hand
tremolo.. Anyway after widening the slots it was much easier to tune.. That's a great guitar, I
have one identical to it but mine's a My Explorer had exactly the same problem as you do. I
opened up the nut slots a tiny, tiny bit on the upper three strings and polished all the nut slots.
That cured my tuning problem. I also put a Faber aged nickel locking bridge and tailpiece on it
and it's very very stable. Stays in tune all night. My test for nut slots is to get the strings in tune,
then press the string sharp behind the nut, between the nut and tuners. I keep polishing the nut
slots until the string comes back into tune by itself. Or close to it This method gets all my
guitars even Strats with non-locking tuners to stay in tune very well. BTW, Stewart-McDonald
sells spools of various sized abrasive cord that's perfect for fixing funky nuts. It's a great tool
that every guitarist should have. Here's a link to the abrasive cord I was talking about. There are
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Posted June 29, I can't help you with the tuners but I DO like that guitar you bought. They just
look great in that finish. Wmachine 93 Posted June 30, Posted June 30, edited. So I apologize
for snapping at you. Posted June 30, Rock that Explorer! Yes it has the burstbuckers. And also
Grover mini rototuners. Note you may want to try a lubricant on the slots, I like to use graphite
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I still rock Explorers and V's! Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply
to this topic Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. As member of the U2, he has
recorded 12 studio albums with the band and has released one solo record. Edge owns a total
of around 40 tour guitars, and uses up to 20 on a single concert. From then on, Edge used the
Explorer on every studio recording and almost on every tour with the band. This happened in
Radio City about the mid eighties. We were playing a show and the bouncers were particularly
heavy in the venue, and there were some kids in the front getting pummeled. So I actually threw
the guitar off, sort of to intervene, and stopped it. Bono stopped the show and we got it sorted
out, but I came back, picked the guitar up and the head was hanging off. It was totally
brokenâ€¦We got it repaired. In edge decided to put his Gibson Explorer up for auction to
benefit Music Rising, a non-profit organization that helped to replace damaged or destroyed
instruments in the wake of the devastating Hurricane Katrina. He has another Rickenbacker
identical to this one as a spare. What are they doing sending it back to you? This AC30 has
been used to record every U2 album. Edge has the similar backup amp in the background.
GroundGuitar counts on your criticism and feedback. In case you notice anything wrong with
the information posted on this page, or you have knowledge of something that you would like to
share, be sure to leave a comment above. In case you want to talk to me privatly, please use the
contact form and I will get back to you as soon as possible. This is the first guitar Edge has ever
recorded with, and the first guitar he bought with the idea of playing in the band. Supporting
Membership. Forums New posts Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments
Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. Home Forums Instruments Guitars in General.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Gibson Explorer Pickup Recommendations Please. Messages 9, I recently picked
up a new T Gibson Explorer. I wasn't even looking for a guitar. I went to GC to pick up a
Marshall Jubilee 4x12, but it was already sold. My buddy mentioned that the Explorers were on
sale, so naturally I tried them out. I've never wanted an Explorer. Never even picked one off the
wall all these years. I was really surprised, and instantly smitten. So, I took it home. The action
and sustain are great. The acoustic sound of the guitar is impressive. You can feel and hear all
that wood. Tonally, it's not as congested as my Les Paul, not as anemic as my SG. I love it. A lot
of that greatness is lost due to Gibson's ceramic pups. I actually don't hate them in this guitar
the way I did with my LP Classic. But still, they leave a lot to be desired. They're rather bland,
sterile, and seem to be all or nothing with the guitar volume. I've adjusted them, just not a fan of
their sound or response. It thickened the guitar up, tightened up the low end, added some
output, all while remaining open sounding and responsive to pick attack or guitar volume
changes. Love it. The SG with the Detroiter sounds a bit hotter and tighter than the LP, which is
amazing because it was super thin sounding before the Detroiter, when it had a Burstbucker 3
bridge. What I'm looking to have with the Explorer is open, responsive sounds. Bright and airy
for the neck for fingerpicking cleans to rowdy blues. A bit hotter and cutting for the bridge. I let
the amp and boost pedal do the dirty work, using my guitar volume a lot for different sounds. I'd
like to better capture the sound of the guitar, make it a total rocker that will clean up for
beautiful cleans and tasty crunch tones. Maybe not as thick low mids as the Detroiter in the SG,
more open, but at least as ballsy. Any ideas? All suggestions most welcome. I'm thinking this
could be my best sounding, best playing Gibson with the right set of pickups. Messages 3, Last
edited: May 3, EyeUrnMayDen Member. Messages BB1 in the neck, BB2 in the bridge. Bridge is
thick and cutting without being harsh or bloated. I go from blues to death metal with this set, no
boost needed. Messages 2, Selling my Explorer is my only guitar regret. I've never replaced it,
because I'm not an Explorer man now. But, I should've kept it. Anyway, yeah, the stock pickups
are brutal. They have their place. But if you want something more nuanced and lower output,
you just can't go wrong with 57 Classics. I can't really see any major improvement over these
options for a more vintage sound. Then again, I'm easy to please! Messages 1, Classic to heavy,
this combo can do it all imo. Clyde Billt Gold Supporting Member. I tried a few different types in
my Explorer but I settled on, and was very happy with, a set of T-Tops. I stupidly forgot to swap
them out when I part ex-ed it for my Custom Shop Explorer. Lollar Imperials were also great in

there. I ended up putting them on my LP Custom. LPMojoGL said:. Messages 8, Dave M Silver
Supporting Member. Messages 4, I bought an '07 used that had a Super Distortion in the bridge
loaded with an A8 magnet. That was impressive. Killer combination, and there are lots of others
to choose from. EyeUrnMayDen said:. I got an explorer in a trade that has a SuperDistortion in
the bridge and a P in the neck. Imo that combo is pretty much what you describe in the above
sentence. Personally i love that combo in that guitar. Sounds fine in the middle position as well.
Clyde Billt said:. Messages 11, I've never warmed up to ceramic pups. Duncan '59's in mine.
They sound fantastic in this guitar. Real T-Tops or current supplier? The Lollars are also a
consideration. Gold Supporting Member. Messages 5, I bet a set of Pearly Gates would sound
great in an Explorer. Sounded fantastic! Mincer Member. Slightly hotter PAFs? Go for the
Saturday Night Specials. Dynamic, and rockin'! Synex Member. Messages 12, You must log in or
register to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? Will Kemper be
dethroned? Which pedals were instant keepers for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by
skiltrip Feb 17, Replies: So what do y'all think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in
General. Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Forums New posts Search forums.
Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase. Media New media New
comments Search media. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Buffalo Start date May 19, Buffalo
Senior Member. Joined Apr 25, Messages Reaction score And yet another disapointment by
Gibson. Got the Explorer B-2 delivered today. I already had reduced expectations since the
Flying V B-2 arrived yesterday. But this is even worse. Action was a ludicrous 9 mm on the high
e string at the 12th fret. The bridge poles where maxed out to lift it. Why this was the case i
found out while doing a fresh setup. Somebody lost a screw beneath the bridge pickup so it was
5 mm higher then the frets. After i removed the screw beneath the pickup it came down, but not
far enogh to be lower then the frets. Measured from the pole pieces it's still 2mm above fret
level. I took a look at the flying V B-2 which should be similar, but there the neck pickup is mm
beneath fret level. Joined Feb 24, Messages Reaction score Are you saying there isn't enough
depth to the pickup routs to lower the pickups any more, or do you just need longer mounting
screws?. Obviously you have to sort out that messed-up tape wrapped around the bobbin to get
it inside the ring. Had a zoom call with the Gibson support. They looked at the issue,
aplologized and told me to return the guitar. So i just shipped it back. Joined Dec 24, Messages
22, Reaction score 32, Buffalo said:. Sorry, haven't noticed Skit Witch Doctor. Joined Jun 10,
Messages 5, Reaction score 5, That sucks. Spend a little more money and get a better guitar. If I
were going to buy a Gibson I would have bought something like this before I bought a lower end
Gibson. This one already has a couple dings so it's already broken in. It's not mine but if I didn't
have a korina V I would think about grabbing something like this. Gibson Explorer - Reverb
Reverb is a marketplace bringing together a wide-spanning community to buy, sell, and discuss
all things music gear. Last edited: May 26, The replacement just got delivered JohnnyPhatsaqs
Senior Member. Joined Jan 15, Messages 1, Reaction score 1, JohnnyPhatsaqs said:. Better
then the one before I hate to hear that. I think I will quit looking. Too flawed to be played? It's
just not fun to play'em. Don't know why. It's only fun to play'em from time to time, but they're
not smiling at me when i come home and say let's play. I wonder Joined May 29, Messages 9,
Reaction score 24, I love my used Explorer Antique Natural, Burstbuckers but the damn case is
so heavy and it's such a struggle to lift it out and then maneuver it flat that I just It's not flawless
but I didn't expect that. Joined Apr 26, Messages 86 Reaction score Maybe my Explorer had the
same problem The employee solved this quick Living in germany i asked Gibson europe how
this is even possible. The answer from mother USA: at this stage of progress on the line there is
no chance QC can find out You must log in or register to reply here. Latest Threads. I still have
loads of unwanted sounds when playing hi gain Started by Brek 13 minutes ago Replies: 0.
Guitar Lessons. Luthier's Corner. Can I use top wrap strings on mine? Started by felipevsw
Yesterday at PM Replies: Gibson Les Pauls. Will the vintage les paul market ever fall? Vintage
Les Pauls. The Gibson Explorer is a type of electric guitar that made its debut in The Explorer
offered a radical, " futuristic " body design, much like its siblings: the Flying V , which was
released the same year, and the Moderne , which was designed in but not released until The
Explorer was the final development of a prototype design that, years later, Gibson marketed
under the name Futura. The Explorer's initial run was unsuccessful, and the model was
discontinued in In , Gibson began reissuing the Explorer after competitor Hamer Guitars had
success selling similar designs. The Explorer became especially popular among the hard rock
and heavy metal musicians of the s and s. Gibson produced very few Explorers during the run
of the original korina wood model. Because production records have been lost and shipping

records are unclear, it is not known exactly how many were made, but the original run total has
been estimated to be no more than After the first few guitars, the Explorer had a long drooping
headstock with the tuners placed in a straight line on one side referred sometimes as "banana"
and "hockey-stick". This headstock design was incorporated by Grover Jackson , founder of
Jackson Guitars and other electric guitar makers such as Kramer 20 years later, giving rise to
the "pointy-headstock era" of guitars. Only 22 were shipped in its first two years, 19 in and 3 in ;
an unknown small number of leftover bodies were completed with nickel s hardware and sold in
There have been several variants produced by Gibson. In Gibson released a "Limited Edition"
Explorer in mahogany with gold hardware. They did not come in clear or solid colored finishes.
Also, they have the TP6 tail-piece, gold hardware, and "velvet brick" or "dirty fingers" pickups,
cream color body binding, with a black pickguard and 3 knobs in a row. The necks have ebony
fretboards. Some came with "dirty fingers" pickups where some are cream and black colored
Zebra or all black. Gibson also produced a range of Explorer models between and with
high-output "dirty fingers" pickups, maple neck and body, and a bound figured maple top
available in natural, cherry sunburst, or vintage tobacco sunburst finishes. From to the standard
Explorer's body wood varied between mahogany and alder. The neck wood would vary between
maple and mahogany and the fretboard wood varied between Indian rosewood and ebony.
Other additions to this model included rear-loaded pickup cavities, no pickguard, and control
knobs arranged in a triangle pattern rather than a straight line as on the original model. In and
Gibson produced the Explorer III, with three single-coil P pickups and an alder body, as well as
the Designer Series Explorer and Flying V , which had factory-painted graphics in geometric
and "Artist Original" designs. These include a model produced in korina wood and Epiphone's
own "Goth" model, available with a stop-tail or Floyd Rose locking tremolo bridge. Epiphone
also produced an Explorer Bass in ebony black and velvet natural finishes with two
humbucking pickups and a 34"-scale fret dark rosewood fingerboard. The Explorer Bass
employs a set-neck design rather than the bolted-neck construction used in the Epiphone
version of the Gibson Thunderbird. Gibson produced some 32"-scale Explorer basses in the s,
including one model that featured a futuristic piezo pickup in place of the traditional pickups
found on the other models. In Gibson produced limited editions of Eric Clapton 's modified
Explorer, the Explorer Clapton Cut, featuring a shortened bass bout that allows more
comfortable arm positioning and the Explorer Split Headstock, a faithful recreation of the
original korina Explorer with the "forked" headstock found only on the very earliest examples..
The guitar is made of African limba wood and features an aged finish, Maestro vibrola , and
classic humbucking pickups. In Gibson released two new versions of the guitar, the first of
which was the "Year Commemorative Explorer". This version features a solid mahogany body
with AA-grade maple top, and the body style is the so-called "new retro Explorer", which has
rounded edges. The second is called the "Reverse Explorer" due to its inverted body style. The
reverse model features a carbon fibre-like pickguard and inlays as well as a McCarty-era
inspired headstock. Only a limited run of of each model were built for the Guitar of the Month
feature. In the same year Gibson also released the Robot Explorer, an Explorer version of the
Gibson Robot Guitar together with a similar version of the Flying V featuring custom red
metallic nitrocellulose finish, ebony fingerboard with white lining and trapezoid inlays, and
lacking a pickguard. Production of this guitar was discontinued in In the company released two
new versions of the guitar, the first of which is the Tribal Explorer. It features a Kahler -style
tremolo and tribal designs and lacks a pickguard. The final new model is the Holy Explorer,
designed as a counterpart to the Holy V, with numerous notches cut through the body of the
guitar. After creating Matt Heafy of Trivium a white seven-string Explorer, Gibson released a
statement that they would make a regular production version. It has many classic
characteristics such as a rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, Although thought to be a staple in the
Gibson lineup, the Explorer was discontinued and brought back multiple times in the late s,
along with the Flying V. In a limited edition th Anniversary model, with a special 12th-fret inlay
and neck binding, was made available. In the Explorer was brought back into the standard
lineup. Hamer Guitars created a tribute to the Explorer in called the Hamer "Standard". This
model typically differed from the original Explorer in that it had no pickguard and a mahogany
body with a highly figured maple top in a cherry sunburst finish, though custom finishes were
also available. Gaining popularity with the hard rock musicians of the day, including Rick
Nielsen , Hamer's success led the way for other copies and was partly responsible for
prompting Gibson's own decision to reissue the Explorer. Jackson Guitars now a subsidiary of
Fender was sued by Gibson for their line of Kelly guitars, which are very similar to the Explorer.
The Kelly was sleeker and lighter, with basically the same shape but with beveled edges. These
basses had the body shape of the Explorer with either a cone- or V-shaped headstock. The
Exploiter is different in that the edges are rounded over and the lower bout cuts more deeply

into the body than an Explorer. After Entwistle's death, Alembic released the "Spyder" based on
John's custom basses, with production limited to 50 guitars. Warwick also produces the
"Stryker" basses, based on the custom Explorer-style basses. Ibanez introduced the Destroyer
model in the s, with a korina-coloured Japanese Sen body that closely resembled the original
Explorer. In about Ibanez changed the shape of the Destroyer body. Although the new Destroyer
II model was still clearly inspired by Gibson's original Explorer design, the body lines were
modified, most notably around the treble "horn" and the rear edge, and the headstock was
changed to a slight variation of the traditional Ibanez headstock shape, no longer resembling
Gibson's "hockey stick" shape. Gibson owns U. Gibson also owns U. Trademark 2,, for the
Explorer's headstock design, and U. Trademark 2,, for the Explorer's body shape design.
However, the enforceability of the latter two design trademarks is uncertain in light of Gibson's
unsuccessful lawsuit against PRS Guitars for allegedly infringing Gibson's Les Paul shape. In
the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit ordered summary judgment against
Gibson in that action, on the grounds that there was no evidence to support a finding of
likelihood of confusion. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Vintage Guitar. Archived from
the original on Retrieved Gruhn, George. Gruhn's Guide To Vintage Guitars. Bacon, Tony. The
Ultimate Guitar Book. Guitar World. October Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Epiphone Kramer
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When buying a Moses neck somewhere else, please be aware that the externally mounted truss
rod adjusting wheel that Ed Roman provides will not fit correctly on other Moses necks. The
Moses cavity is too deep. Moses makes a good quality neck. In fact they make our necks also.
The prices are about the same and our neck will allow you to adjust your truss rod without
removing your neck. Plus our price is usually lower than direct!!!! We guarantee to have more
choices in models and we have them in stock!!!! Steinberger Parts Page. We now also have 24
fret import BC Rich original necks. If you send us your body we will handfit one for you at no
charge. Ed also got a lot of those parts. If you want to purchase one, our shop would be glad to
fit one up to your existing guitar or help you put together a kit guitar of some type. Kit Guitars.
Many of these necks already had decals on them, many of them didn't. With Or Without Logos.
The headstock on the Gibson replacement necks are different than original for obvious reasons,
Gibson is horribly litigious and they want to sell you another guitar. They don't want you to be
able to fix your broken one. We have sufficiently changed the headstock so that it will pose no
legal problems. In fact we have made it slightly larger in one place. Personally I like the
headstock better on the neck we supply. Our necks have an extra support where the Gibson
necks all break. You may also send us your Neck and we will call you with all your options.
Ramone 3X3 We will not be responsible for fit if customer does not supply the body before we
start the job. We will not be held to quotes if the customer does not supply the body ahead of
time. Large Jobs over No Exceptions. Many are in stock, some need to be custom built!!! These
are not composite. These are actually true graphite necks. Yes they do cost more but hey, it's
only money!!!!!!! We will not be held to quotes if the customer does not supply the body ahead
of time Large Jobs over No Exceptions Necks do not Include any hardware such as tuning keys,
nut, string trees. Lots of BC Rich oddball configurations available, please call for special
quotes. Kit Guitars Many of these necks already had decals on them, many of them didn't.
Looking for that elusive 25" scale neck that has 24 frets Check out a Glock Kramer Original
Replacement Necks. Stainless steel frets or nickel silver frets available Previously owned and
new old stock We are always looking to buy Kramer necks, even if they are broken. We have
about 30 used original Ibanez necks in stock.. Ibanez Does Not Sell Necks. More info to follow I
have no knowledge of unusual looking guitar in good working order. Used gibson explorer
guitar In good condition with no damage Cash on collection from Stevenage preferred or
Courier Had this lying around for many years. This on is in used, but good, intact condition. UK
postage only. Check out the price evolution of the gibson explorer guitar. Sadly i have never
been able to find the time to learn to play so would like to go to a good home rather than collect
dust. This item is based in Middlesbrough. Please note: We only accept PayPal payments and
cash on collection is not an option. The item requires collecting in person however in some
instances local UK delivery may be available at an additional cost. Epiphone explorer electric
guitar - ebony. Gibson x-plorer swamp ash explorer electric guitar in excellent condition
including fitted hardcase. I always obtain proof of postage and most items are posted via royal

mail recorded delivery. Gibson limited edition explorer electric. Customers wishing to return
their order must ensure that the order is received by us within days of purchase. Gibson les
paul tribute electric guitar - satin. Please pay for your item within five days of the listing ending.
Gibson explorer usa electric guitar, mirror finish, includes hard case. Thanks for looking. We
have a wide selection for various types of gibson explorer guitar with different colors for the
same price 3. Pick up at Middlesbrough. Great condition tested and works perfectly any
questions please ask. Mint condition, never gigged home use only. Plan of gibson explorer
electric guitar - full. Pretty clean, no tares that i can see but has creased in places, maybe light
fading. Item will be shipped by registered air mail with tracking number provided. Gibson
Explorer Guitar Patent Print - Frame overall good used at home condition dont think you can
buy these anymore. Hasn't been used for a while but in good condition. Excellent starting price
of just 4. Gibson explorer guitar enamel pin badge lovely. Gibson gig bag to fit a explorer or
firebird type guitarlike new, never used, cash on collection only, any questions please ask. I
bought it years ago for a gibson explorer which turned up in a gibson case so wasn't needed. I
will not be able to check messages regularly while i am away due to limited wifi access. Gibson
Explorer Guitar T-shirt grey Large Mens L vgc hard case and gibson multi tool ,gibson genuine
certicate,vinyl sticker ill remove and oryg scratch plate will be fitted if you like. Return the item
within days after receipt as long as the item is in the same condition when sold. Gibson explorer
guitar enamel tie bar a gift music. It has the rock ,representing the sound of hard rock already in
the look and every ton. Refine your search flying v guitar bc rich warlock guitar purple bass
guitar explorer guitar prs bass guitar travel bass guitar rick parfitt guitar gibson sg white fender
stratocaster paul stanley guitar jackson kelly guitar james hetfield guitar metal resonator guitar
gibson acoustic electric guitar. Sort by most relevant Sort by highest price first Sort by lowest
price first Sort by newest results first Sort by oldest results first. All Used New. More pictures.
Details: vintage, vxpbk, explorer, guitar, gibson, copy, gloss, black, body, eastern. See complete
description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details: guitar, pitsea, epiphone, gibson,
explorer, electric, black, korean, read, carefully. Guitar case, used More info to follow I have no
knowledge of unusual looking guitar in good working order. Used gibson explorer guitar In
good condition with no damage Cash on collection from Stevenage preferred or Courier Details:
country, info, follow, knowledge, customs, fees, sure, taxes, before, shipping. Shipping to
United Kingdom. Gibson Explorer Tribute B2 4 ply original gibson guitar white pickguard pick
guard for gibson explorer. Gumtree See price. Check out these interesting ads related to
"gibson explorer guitar" epiphone sheraton guitar gibson blues king guitar fender stratocaster
old gibson guitars archtop acoustic guitar handmade acoustic guitar gibson es gibson es
vintage kay acoustic guitar tom delonge strat gibson flying v gibson bass guitar esp explorer
guitar kirk hammett guitar Check out the price evolution of the gibson explorer guitar. I always
obtain proof of postage and most items are posted via royal mail recorded delivery Delivered
anywhere in UK. Amazon See price. Customers wishing to return their order must ensure that
the order is received by us within days of purchase Corby. Please pay for your item within five
days of the listing ending Delivered anywhere in UK. Pick up at Middlesbrough Middlesbrough.
Check out these interesting ads related to "gibson explorer guitar" mark hoppus bass tom
delonge guitar fender select stratocaster double neck guitar jackson v guitar fender electric xii
bass ashtray esp guitars kids guitar hamer guitar dimebag guitar. Item will be shipped by
registered air mail with tracking number provided Delivered anywhere in UK. Delivered
anywhere in UK. I will not be able to check messages regularly while i am away due to limited
wifi access Delivered anywhere in UK. Return the item within days after receipt as long as the
item is in the same condition when sold Details: gibson, explorer, guitar, t-shirt, grey, large,
mens, fruit, loom, royal. Used, Gibson Explorer Limited Edition gibson explorer limited edition.
Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 1 Fixed price Amazon 10 eBay 49 Gumtree 4. Gibson 6 Aust
luthiers supplies 1 Epiphone 1 Hantai 1 Zivix 1. Explorer 1 Gibson explorer 1. Electric guitar 3
Novelties 1 T-shirt 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by most relevant Sort by most relevant.
Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort by newest results first. Sort by oldest
results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format. Fretboard material. Show results Clear all
filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this alert. We will send you an email notification.
Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The ad has been successfully added to your
favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in the link 'my account' in the footer. The
Explorer was one of the legendary trio of solid body guitars created by Gibson President Ted
McCarty at the Kalamazoo plant in the late s. Along with the Gibson Moderne and Flying V , the
original Explorer featured a body of Korina - an African wood better known as limba - and the
latest innovations in guitar design and hardware, most notably the new humbucker pickups.
Despite it being the dawn of the space age, the new guitars were just too futuristic and did not
sell. Well at first Toggle navigation. Vintage guitars for sale: Gibson Explorer. Dirty finger

pickup in neck position. Seymour Duncan pickup in bridge position. This guitar has dings and
scratches but overall in good shape. There is a finish crack at neck joint but it is cosmetic only,
the neck is solid. The original tuners show rust pitting as does the locking but. Frets are in
fantastic shape with no buzzing. This guitar has locking strap buttons which are not original.
These guitars are heavy and sustain is fabulous and they scream blues and or rock for days.
Comes with original Gibson hard shell case. These guitars are heavy and sustain is fabulous
and they Condition is "Used ". For sale is a truly stunning, Gibson Explorer in ebony! It appears
to be all original, aside from the pickup selector tip, and is in great, well-played condition with
normal wear throughout. The frets only show very light wear and there are no breaks or repairs
anywhere! This incredible guitar features a mahogany body, maple neck with rosewood
fingerboard, tune-o-matic bridge, low wide frets and chrome hardware throughout. The frets
only show very light wear and there are no breaks A ripping guitar has a great feel, neck is
smooth and sits well balanced on your shoulder. I will include black leather strap shown in
pictures. A few modifications pick guard, and tuners Neck is straight and frets are in good
condition Strap button has been repositioned, see picture. Happy to provide additional pictures.
This one Don't think you are going to see these for sale again anytime real soon! I've had them
for over 30 years as part of a large lot obtained from a retired guitar repairman - always
wondered what they were for. Imagine my surprise when I saw that book illustration second pic!
Obviously you For a more detailed description and questions regarding sound, feel, or cosmetic
condition, please call to speak to one of our experts Summary Finish: Original Body Material:
Mahogany Body Body Details: Solid mahogany body Neck Material: Mahogany This lightweight
example is in all original condition and aside from a pro headstock stress crack repair and
finish touch up by Joe Riggio this instrument is in very good condition. There is scattered areas
of finish wear, dings, chips, etc all adding to this guitars cool factory. The original pickups
sound nice and lively. Over the years I've acquired many music related pieces. The time has
come to sell all the gems that I have acquired and kept in pristine condition over the years.
Rather than keep these things unused in boxes or Sounds amazing and has Gibson masterbuilt
strings. Original tremolo from that year. Hold tune perfectly and is very adjustable. Has small
chip on the back side of lower body. Also has a wood electronic cover instead of plastic from
Gibson. If u love metal this is the Everest of guitars. The rectifier tube is a new Electro
Harmonix. If you?? This particular example is in better condition than most we have seen as is
great case candy for any highly collectible s or early s Gibson We specialize in rare musical
instruments as well as original parts to help restore them. Ich biete hier eine Epiphone Explorer
Korina E-Gitarre an, die ich im Jahr gekauft, aber in letzter Zeit nicht mehr allzu oft gespielt
habe. Gibson Explorer Item Description Used Overall condition is good Please contact us if you
have any questions about parts, condition and so on. Guarantee The guarantee covers Any
material or manufacturing defectrecognised by us If you left us a positive feedback on ebay,
you will get 5 years gurantee from the date of purchase Free return. We pay return shipping fee
when the product is defective Shipping Ship to worldwide from Japan We pack items carefully
with Skip to main content of results for "Explorer Guitar Body". Skip to main search results.
Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Click to see price. FREE Shipping. Get it
as soon as Sat, Feb Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Get it as
soon as Thu, Mar 4. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Electric Guitar Routing Template Explorer. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Get it Mon, Mar 1 - Thu,
Mar 4. Related searches. N
1996 grand prix se
ford falcon pictures
2013 honda accord fuse box diagram
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

